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··Tue recent 1994-95 men's
basketball banquet celebrated a
2~5 season. Seniors honored
included (top row, left-to-light)
Pete Sears, DeWaun Rose,
(middle) Michael Hawkins,
(bottom) Jeff Massey and Lany
Sykes. For more on the dinner ·
--~d the season, see page 9.
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Forum to discuss abortion·
representativefrom each side of
the abortion issue will speak for
approximately 15 minutes each.
BY AMY HELMES
The speakers on the pro-life
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
side Will be Dr.
: .
,·. Jack Willke who.
is president of
The abortion issue is often a . Life Issues
Institute, as well
. topic mired in deba.te, in which
· both sides of the argument
as the president
become mudclled and confused. of Tennessee
On Wednesday, April 19, an Feminists for
abortion forum will take place
Life, Juli Loesh
with the goals of increasing
Wiley.
Speaking on pro-choice will
understanding and mutual
respect.
be Dr. Pamela Lutz, .a physician from Planned Parenthood,
The forum, which will be
held in Kelly Auditorium from
and Dr. Harold Porter; pastor
7-9 p.m., is being sponsored by of Mt. Auburn Presbyterian
Alpha Sigma Nu, the SGA
Church.
. Lecture Series and several
The second hour of the ·
interested pro-life or pro.-choice forum will give audienc memXavier students.
bers an opportunity to ask
The forum will be set up in
questions of the individual
the form of a panel presentaspeakers.
tion, where two
This is the first time an open
~.

Busted Big Boy·
TOLEDO, Ohio- "Big Boy is Dead."
At least that's what the notes accompanying the various:
body parts of the 300-pound restaurant icon stated as they
turned up at Big Boy restaurants across the state.
·
The grizzly dismemberment of the restaurant· chain's
mascot-who stands by each entrance with that mischievous
grin and that curious flip of hair-had Ohio police baffled.
Police investigators traveled to numerous Ohio Big Boys
picking up fiberglass body parts and searching for clues. Was
. this the act of some jilted customer? Was someone trying to
send a message to the restaurant's management? Did Ronald
McDonald or Jack-in-the-Box have a score to settle?
Not exactly. After being tipped off by someone "in the
know," police were able to track down a group of eight
individuals, most of them students at the Univ~rsity of
Toledo, who kidnapped, chopped and scattered the r~mains
of the restaurant mascot while on a roadtrip.
.
Police say the eight will he charged with criminal mischief.
and could face up to.60 days in jail a~d $3,000 in fines. .

Fighting the dean
The dean of admissions at Sacramento. City College was
beaten and kicked by a student after confronting h.im·in a ·
. ..
classroom in late March.
Sa~ Sandusky was taken to a local hospital after
suffering cuts and bruises inflicted during a confrontation
with Wesley Morrow, a SCC student who had been
accused of stalking another student.
On March 29, Sandusky entered a women's study class
in the Rhodda South Building to tell Morrow, 22, that he
was being suspended form classes for two days, according
to SCC spokesperson Linda Kelber.
"Morrow had been accused of stalking another student
and had previously been singled out for being disruptive .
in class," Kelber said.
Sandusky asked Morrow to step into the hallway,
explained the situation and followed him hack into the
classroom to make sure he gathered his books and left. As
the two were walking toward the back of the classroom, .
Morrow suddenly became violent, throwing the dean to ·
the floor and repeatedly kicking him in the face;
As Morrow ran from the bUildirig, students called an
ambulance and stayed with Sandusky until help arrived.
He was taken to the hospital where he received stitches in
both the face and chest, and released later that day.
Kelber said Sandusky told school officials he will
return to work later this month.
Sacramento police have issued a warrant for Mor~w's
arrest ' but say they can't discuss any specific efforts tO '.
locate him at this time.
·

'\

forum has been held, on campus
to discuss abortion issues.
The idea for the program
was started by
several students,
·both pro-life and
. pro-choice, who
meet informally
on a regular basis
to disc.uss issues
surrounding
abortion.
Seni~r Glory
McLaughlin is one of those
students who helped coordinate
the forum.
"Things aren't really
discussed ~mch on campus,"
said McLaughlin. "Our.goals
are mostly educational."
McLaughlin hopes this forum
will provide an opportunity for
further discussion, respect and
understanding among both sides
of the abortion· debate.

Student appears on "Springer''
BY JOHN

P.

GLYNN

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Last month, Xavier junior
Eric Milam got his "fifteen minutes" when he was a featured
guest on 'The Jerry Springer
Show."
Milam· called the show upon
hearing. plans for· a forum en~
titled. "Grow Up, You're A
:Freak:"
.As he himself states, "I was
the freak."

Milam described his appearance to the show's producers in
an effort to qualify himself for the
program. When they asked hirn
if anyone hated the way he looked,
Milam thought of a female friend
from his home state of California.
They soon decided that she would
make a good fellow guest on a
show about friends that couldn't
stand each other's appearance.
"It ~as neat," said Milam.
"They flew us up to Chicago, p~t
us up in a nice hotel. and everything; we got to meet a lot of
people."

. Milan said the studio audience
was crazy, as avid watchers of
Springer might expect.
There weren't many surprises
backstage at the show.
"We rehearsed a lot-not the
lines, hut everybody's positioning ..They do want you to argue,
though. The last thing a guy said
to me before I went on stage was,
'Remember, you've gotta argue
or we don't have a show."'
Milam 's television debut aired
this past Monday, but the segment may come up again in a rerun.later on this year.

LSD seized :front Brockman room
nations, but after being taken in - right.to act on theiricident
for testing the drug was posi~
however they feel.
. tively identified as LSD.
Attempts to reach represenBY JEFF DAVIS
Safety
and
Security
officers
tative~
of·Reside~ce:Life.and the
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
also found a.small.trace of
Office of Student Deve,lopment
· marijuana in the dorm room.
to fmd what action will be taken
Xavier's Department of
. Couch said the incJdent was
against the students were
Safety and Security recovered
referred to Residence Life, The
unsuccessfw.
three units of LSD in .a third
.·. Couch said the incident that
Office of Student Development,
floor room iii Brockman Hall.
and the Cincinnati Police.. .
occured three years ago was
The incident which occured
"We(Safety and Security)
when a student was found with
April 4 at 1:10 p.m.' was the fmt · gather the facts and present .
25 hits of acid in a room in
of its kind in almost three years, them to the correct authorities.
Kuhlman Hall •.
according to Mike Couch, chief
We don't make the punishment
"The least likely of all people
of the Department of Safety and for these kind of incidents,"·
are the ones we find involving
Security.
· Couch aaid.
themseJt'ea in theae types of
At the time, the LSD was not
According to Couch,
drup," Couch said. ·:
~niified u tile drug known to
(dncinnati Police will review the
Tiie 1tudeats in"olved could
·send its victim into wild hall..Ci- incident, then they ~ve the
not be reached for eomnaent.
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United Way internships awarded
Alice Paul House; a group focused on
stipend to be used at their own need.
the support and recovery of battered
"I'm sure most of the students have a
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
women
are also participating.
netid 'frir' it llu(l 'will 'use it for scho~l,"
In
addition,
interns are also being
Fourteen students have been awarded · Beal said.
offered
at
organizations
for the elderly.
· . Xavier Un·iversity/United Way Summer
· Beal said the mai~ reason
the
during the
once
every.week
Beal
said
Service Internships which Will allow
mtcrnshlp is to allow students to achieve
period
students
will
come
ten
week
them to work with local social agencies
a more comprehensive understanding of
together
from
their
particular
organizaover the summer b~eak.
.
community service.
and
discuss
their
experience.with
tions
The following students were selected: ·
community service.
Julie Andres, Eric Baden, Tara
"This wil(a~rw them to gain
Burke, Roni Christopher, Beth
from
other experiences also," Beal
Curtis, Michael DiNicola, Jessica.
said.
_Garlock, Dr. Vipin Jain, Sarah
Eric Baden, a ~ophomo1·e who
Lohrstorfcr, Daniel Nocella, Brian
will be participating in the ·
Shircliff, Jennifer Summers, Joel
program, is also looking forward
Tantalo, and-Michele Tucker.
to his summer of service.
Adam Beal, career counselor for
"Through the summer internship
the Career Service Center, ~aid,
I will be able to make a significant
"We selected the most diverse group
impact to the community."
of students who could give a lot t~
Eric Baden
Freshmen Beth Curtis will also
the program and get a lot back from
be working with the United Way.
it." .The group shows its diversity
"As a social work major I hope to
already. Students in the group
· gain a worthwhile experience that will
"During the first week the students
range from freshmen to graduate
help me in my field of study and future
will tour Cincinnati and go through the
students.
career,"
Curtis said.
different neighborhoods and sit in on a
Each i~tcrn will work 40 hours a
"Through
the private sector busicity council meeting," Beal said.
week at a selected service.agency in
nesses
who
are
donating funds, Xavie'r
Most community groups offering
Cincinnati from June 4 to August 12.
who
is
providing
the room and board,
internships deal with child services, but
During their stay in Cincinnati,
and
the
students
participating
with the
groups·such asSt. John's, a support . ·
interns will Jive at Xavier's University
agencies,
this
should
be
a
gre~t
experigroup dedicated to young fathers, and
Village. Interns Will alfrcceive a $2,000
ence for everyone ·involved," Beal said.
BY

JEFF DAVIS

for

''Through .the summer internship I will he ah/,e to
make a significa11,t impact
to·the comnw,mty. ,,.

Recipients of ho11orary degrees named
/·

.

.

.

.

Xavier will award Sr. Ellen Doyle,
OSU~ Mich'aclJ. Conaton, and John

E.

Pepper with honorary degrees at the .
1995 commencement ex~rcises on May
. 13.
· Sr. Ellen Doyle, OSU,'. who.will be. the .
keynote speaker atthe commencement
willreceive the degree of Doctor of
Humanities ..
Doyle, a 1973 Xavier graduate, is
currently serving her 10th year as
Michael/. Conaton
Si-. Ellen Doj/fJ, ·OSU
Jolm E. Pepper
president of Chatfield College in St ...
Martin, Ohio.
..
· Prior to this position, Doyle was .
He is president and cluef operating
assistanfsuperintendent f~r the diocese '· · · :· Pepper was. o'a~ed president of .
of Cincmnati's Midland Company
officer
of Charlotte, N.C., and assistarit
· . Procter.&(;aiJible in 19,(;3 and ~s.slln,ied
and
a
chair
of XaVier's board of trust•
principal ofLOu~des High School in
the respons~ility':for the com.Pimy's
Chicago. .
..
.'
: international businessin 1990.' ..· .
ees; . . ,
I
"
' "
'.
' .. "
.....
. Doyle has received undergraduate
Under Pepper'irleadership~ U.S~and' .
A native of Michigan, Conaton played
de~ees in. liheral arts and chelnistry .
international sale~ nearly doUbled 'in'
varsity football ~bile earning a
fro~ ChatfieldCollege and Xarier,, .
.·siZe. . .
· .·· .
· ·
bachelor's degree at Xavier in 1955-. ,He
respeC:tiv~ly; ' .
··.. i··
A forfuer m~mber of Xavier's board
served in the U.S. Marine Corps a.s a
She has also received a master's
of trustees;. i>eppe; ~ become chair-·
lieuteria:nt from 1955~19.56..
degree fr~~ ~anuUrii~ersity~ comman and CEO of Procter & GanibJe·on ··
Co~atonhas '.been a Xavier trustee.
pleted graduate sttidies aiLoyola
July 1: ; . '. . . .
. ·.... , ::e
'.since 1985·and served as interim
University~ the Catholic Theological
: :, .Peppe~ gradua~ed from Yale ;tr~iver~ · presidentof the 'university before Father
Union, and the Iitstitllte for Educational sityin 1960~ He ihen went on to serve
James Hoff was appointed.
Manageme~t at Harvard U~iversity. ·
three years in
Un,ited States Na~y; .
· The 157th commencement exercises
John E: Pepper will receive the
: Michael J. Conaton will receive·the · · .. : -will 'be"held on Saturday, May 13, at 9
degree of Dootor of Laws.
. degree·of Doot~r of ~ws. .
.
· a.m. in the·Rivedront Coliseum.

Security
Notes
a.m.

Thurs., April6, 9:20
Two students reported their vehicles had
been struclC' while parked in the North
Lot pit area.
Sat., April 8, 12:40-l:lS a.01~
A student in the first floor of Kuhlman
Hall reported that someone had entered
his room, ransacked it and destroyed a
phone.
Mon., April 10, l 1•~m.
As tudcn t in The Village reported that on
April 8, between IO p.m. andm.idnight
someone sprayed an unknown liquid.on
his car and dented the drivers side door.
Tues., A11ril 11, 7 a.m. ,
Safety and Security found a vending
machine in the basement of Kuhlman
Hall tampered with. A student suspect
has been identified.
Well., April 12, 10:30 a.m.
A student in Husman Hall reported that
on March 22 his jacket was stolen during
lunch in the cafeteria.

!fyott have a1ty tiiformation regarding
these crimes call Safety and Security at
X-1000
.

compiled by Jeff Davia

SAC members
appointed
The 1995 Selection Committee for the
Student Activities Council has announced
its list of appointees for the 1995-96 academic year. The following members will
serve the one year term in organizing even ts
for fellow Xavier students.
Sarah Brugger
Chritopher Colleary
Laura Kneisel
Edward. Nolan
Matthew Schroeder
Jemtifer .Tepe
o. Brian White
Patrick Winkler
Tara Burke
""Carl Dieso· ..
Shannon Lwtdy
Megan Pater
A~e Sheldt
Olivia Kate Tragesser
Ginger White
· Jennifer Clayton
Michael Francois
Eleasha Mercer
Jeremy_ Rickert
Dainielle Staudt
Heidi We811el'
Ruuel Wildermuth
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STYUKA ...
•what ·does· it mean?
STYUKA.;. You've seen this word on fliers all
over campus and have been wondering what in the
world it's all about.
STYUKA, a word unique"'"to Xavier meaning 'to
celebrate' describes the line-up of events for _this
Sunday, April 23 from noon to 6 p.m. at Cohen
Fields.
This day long festival will feature carnival
booths sponsored by campus clubs and organizations ranging from casino tables to ping-pong fish
and a dunking booth.
Food and drinks will be sold throughout the
event, and hay rides will also be offered to take
people from the University Center to Cohen .fields.
Parking will also be available in the Cohen Center
lots.
Five local bands, including some Xavier-born
talent, will be providing musical entertainment
throughout the afternoon. Bands include Shiloh,
Blacjack, (Brian Lovely and the Secret), Mr.
Scarlet's Plume and the Psych 0 Dots.
Proceeds from the day's events will go to The
Boy Scouts of America.
This event is sponsored by Student Activities,
Brockman Hall council, Commuter Services and
Xavier Graphics and Publications.
In case of rain, STYUKA will he held in the
Xavier University Armory.
by Amy Helmes

"ldrin;t thlnk the school has much
· to offer ;6n c~rnpus. :. ·The u~iversity
.:~!'eds to giv~ something ~o kids on eam: pus
don't have anywhere to go.
. The spring concert was a big event the
last two years they've,had it."
Chris Britnner
senior

"I didn't even know there
.
,, '
was_ a· spnng concert,·

who

Katldeen Suehr
senior

"I think the university needs a
big concert to get the whole ca~pus
· involved."
Brian Murray
senior

"Me neither."
. Kerri Fallon
senior

"I think a spring concert would be a
good idea if we could harness some
bigger names and have it someplace
other than the fieldhouse because the
acoustics there are kind ofShoddy. But.
otherwise, it's a good idea."

"I think we could replace the big
spring concert with a local-oriented
music fest with four or five hands.
The tickets would be cheaper because they'd be local. Then we could
get some Xavier bands."

Chris Wooton
senior

Willie the Wolf

Ambitious plans forbOokstoI-e renovation~de~a~ . ·
BY VIRGINIA SUTWFFE
.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

.

.
Students will return to Xavier this fall
to a new bookstore.
Pl
ntlv ID
ans are curre . • the works to
remodel and expand the Xavier Bookstore located on the "!!round floor of the
U mvers1ty
·
· Cen t er.
John Wintz, bookstore manager,
wants the students to be aware of the
Plans.

. "The renovation is bein done with
T_he tr~de books, ~upplies
.
. . . . ... z~'!t .; r"f;/(f ,' f'.'. ... '_ ~-~,~:
h .d
f . ". " h X ~
.
.t
andgreetingcardswill_bemoved
· ·"··• -''-""' o.,~~ .;;:n.:~
t e 1 ea o servm" t e avaer commum Y •
d
.
d
I · L!...c
......,._
""""""'
·
· ·· · ·
.·
:
. ,, . . 'd
m or er. to sprea out c obw1g.
--more efficiently-and accurately. sa1
"W' h h
·
· · th
..
-~. ,
·
. 1t t e extra space m e
Wmtz.
. .we will. .b e a ble to
·.
· ··
·· ·· ·
. ,,
upstwrs,
at
Wmtz says that they are lookin" at
di.. I
·
h' ,, 'd
:2
ways to expand hut they are limited.
W~p ay more c1ot mg sw.
f·
mtz.
because o space;
.
. The intended plan is to take.the sfock
·· ·Althoue"h
· · · most of_ th__·e minor_
"·
' ·, ·
·· · ·
· ·
" de~ails are still tentative, it is
room below the bookstore, and move it
· ·· · ... · ··
· · '. ' · ·
·certain that the renovation will
to an outer'area in order to renovate .
.
be completed b.v. the return of ·
that space for a new text hook store.
·
h will b
school in August.· .
Along
with
this
change,
t
~Y·:
.
·
e
r
.. "It should nlake for a very
expanding the upstairs, which Will allow' ~;
Students retum~ to cam)1~:'',,;xt s~1nester will
attractive setup" said Wintz.
notice a dramatic change ina 1rewly"-expmuled
for more merchandise to be sold.

Xavier Boo/,;·store.

Fleming to appt?cµ-J>H: !~~,rfl a degree. one day a
.· ts .
cours~s
Fanti•1y. ch·ann~-·· 1-.~·_ ,.S~~q"'
.
:
"
Ci~.~i'!na,t}
b~chelor
~~Jaculty~
~
th~ Weekend'Degfee~

For the first. time, ad
.. ults in
c!an earn a
,_ .;-- ·" ·-- ... ·of liberal arts de·gree while
· , :. .; .
attending class on Saturdays at
Sr. Rose Ann Fleming, SND de N,
Xavier University.
Xavier's academic advisor for student
Xavier's Weekend Degree
athletes, will appear in a 30 second TV
Program, which begins Aug. 26,
commercial this week on The' Family
offers adults an accelerated
Channel along with 10 Xavier basketball
option in the completion of a
alumni. Here are the times:
bachelor's degree. Xavier is
Tuesday, April 18: 1:05 p.m., 6:38
.. "
now accepting·applieations·for .
p.m., and 9:05 P·~·
·. -.·:=:.
~ • ••· '~
the' fall terin. Fleming has been recognized nation- Sr. Rose Ann Flem"'G
" . "Our rese~rch has shown
ally for her work with student athletes.
.
'
'that inany adult students who
She has appeared in a_ Associated Press story which was picked
work full-time would prefer to
up by newspapers acrou the country. In addition, a story was
attend classes on the weekend
written about her in Reader's Digest.
11aff'report
when. they have more· time and
111111

111111111111

111111111111

I Ill )11

11111 111111111 I

II illillllllllil! 1111111111111111111

feel more refreshed," said
Valerie Withiam, coordinator
for
'1 ·
Program.
The bachelor of liberal arts
degree offers four concentra~
· tions specifically designed to
enhance students' marketable
skills and promote career
growth.
These. concentrations are'
business admmistration,
organizational leadership,
professional communication
and inter~sciplinary studies.
~he concentrations are comprised of existing u~ivenity

111111111111111111 LlllllllllU!ll.1!111

11111 11111111111

llllllllU

week

laugh. t byXavier's .
.,
.
"The program 1s geared to
meet the needs and goals of a
~de range ofnon-tra'clitional
students such as adults who
. want an edu~ation that will
enhance their ~areers, adults
who lack time to pursue their
ed.t"cationdur~g weekdays,
and adults
have postponed
thei~ education but now have an
-.opporturuty to_ pursue their .
studies," said Susan Wideman,
dean of the Center for Adult.·
and Part-Time Students.
. . ...., report

who
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Thursdciy and Friday afternoon, April 20 and 21! 1
Be on the·Iookout for
'
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/

'

LIMBO,·suMo WRESl]llNG, DUNK B.OOTH, JELLO·,

.CLOWNS, STUPID HU MAN TRICK.S
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RSPECTIVES XU-forever

I've grown to love this time of the academic year,
with all of its potentiBI for change and oozing optimism
for another relaxing summer break. This spring,
however, I've started tofeelasifl shouldbealittlemore
Serious and reserved: lam continuously getting the
impression that I shollldn't be treating this summer as
jllst another recess from the books. I'm scared that I.
inay becomingdo'wn with. that dreaded disease, Senior
Maturity.
_. .I told myself all along that I would never succumb to
this pla,,"lle. As many of my friends, ·relatives and
professors can certainly attest to, I have done a wonderful job of avoiding this sickness. for quite a while.
Unfortunately, I now feel that with bills, employment
and other mature responsibilities only a few weeks
away beyond graduation that I am developing a full
'blown case of Senior Maturity.
Allseniorspleasetakenote! Thereishope. Fr.John
laJ!occa will be conducting unlimited suuport groups ·
for those in need. He will outline his method for staying
young at heart and mind by remaining on a college
campus for the entirety of his life. Tips o~ harrilssing
·freshmen and other childish pranks will be reviewed.
Thank God, Fr. laRocca and the Church for their
power to heal,
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Hale'S:Jessons, learri.ed the hard way
Bv Scorr llALE
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. : ·...w~s· P•.~y,ing ball, f~~:in: w~aring _LO~tos an,d.'.· _,,.a.preppy catholic.high schoollik~ m~_ny ~f you,

Tr'~ops:to Nikes andTimhedahds, or.riding. who excelled at sports like ii.any of you, but has
lesson his resume than a preschoofor. No license,
Life is not fair. Or at least that's what . our.mopeds, and~ve~iually driving our cars,
my parents have been t~lling "!e the last 22.
we experienced everything together. When I
no degree, and no home address.
years. I believe.tJiatthough we all.have a
firsthadsex,hewastheonelcalled. When he
I wish there was a happy ending to all of this.
chance to succeed, the road for some ofus
first got high or dru~k, I. was with him. One
But only time will tell. It's getting late in the game
is filled with more obstacles than othe~s.
'time when I was about to fight this kid in the
and he's down a lot. It's sad but I love him more
A friend of mine back h~me has a ~eak- ' t~nth grade, Ken~y jllst jumped him out of than llike hjm. I wish the best fo~ him more than
nowhere. [The crazy thing was he didn't even
lmiss him; I pray fo~ him more.than he probably
ness. He is not addicted to a drug that you
go to my school. He had come up there to see
prays for himself~ This sum~er:hewas about to
can buy or smoke, but rather the drug of
me and my other boy and he saw me and this · go to Flint, Mi to this crack house, arid before he
greed. He feels like h~ needs to have it all
left he said, "God I just need to make this money
right now, or else. That is -~hy he ~ells · kid talking shit so he hit him. No questi~~s no
. and I'll be alright." He niad~ the money and went
drugs, whilealsohavingajob. That is why. answers, just instinct.]
back several more times. It d~esn~t matter how
while driving a $20,000 car"; he ~onstantly . : Nowwehavedriftedsofarapartil'samazing.
His
parents
have
thrown
him
out
of
his
much
he makes bec~us·e the rilore he makes the
craves for another car that's better. ·.ffe
house,
again.
Not
that
I
can
really
blame
more
he
wants. His greed coritrols him, and has
doesn't know when to stop. He doesn't
He's22yearsold,notifischool,crashed
him
in
a
headlock
while his life is spinning out of
them.
know how to stop.
cars,
and
smokes.
killer
(marlcontrol.
his
last
two
My friend's name is Kenny. His father
juana) in their basement. It was time for him
I don 'tknow his phone number, address or his
makes around $350,000 a year whlle his
pager number. I hope the next time I see him it
to go. My only question is to go where? He
mom makes six figures as well. His parents
always has two things on ~mat all ti.mes, bud
won't be.on the. news. I don't know what makes
made the cruel mistake of granting his
and protection. When I say protecliof!~ I
us all so different. Whether it's our surroundevery wish when he was younger. Now he
don't mean a condom, which he doesn't use
ings, ollr genetics, or fate. Maybe it's all three.
doesn't know the word "no." He just keeps
too often, considering his girlfriend has had
AU I know is Heel like llost a family member.
going until he gets what he wants. Unforan abortion and a miscarriage in the last year.
It j~st seems a young man who had everything
tunately he wants to .be rich arid not work
Where does all of this leave him? Where
going for him, now has nothing. He has dealt
hard in return. Don't all of us, though?
docs all this leave our friendship? We don't
Don't we all want to take and make the
himself this ill-fated harid, and for that reason I
don't feel sorry for him. There are people in our
talk much anymore. ·I hung out with him a lot
million dollar three point shot?
What bothers me the most is that I can't
this summer. It wasn't the same. When one
society with problems you orlcant'teven fathom,
see where it all went wrong. He and I grew
half of a friendship changes so many things
and we feel sory for ourscl~es because the food in
up together. I mP.an together. I'm even in
can never be the same. The last I heard from
the Cafe tastes bad. A lot of you have friends like
one of his family portraits. Our parents
my father, he was living with this guy I know,
Kenny, someone for some reason who just can't
treat each other like family, and my sister
who happens to be in the same boat. I know
seem to grip reality and hold on, someone who
babysat us for yea.rs." Everyone has friends,
. the next time I call home, he could be killed or
feeds offOf the frenzy of disa~ter ~nd the calmness
classsmates, and acquaintances, but you . in jail. Some people are survivors and some
of a blunt. Kenny's Just for matcrialpleasures
can only have a couple best friends; When · people have too ~uch confidence in they' re
will eventually catch up with him. I just pray that
I was growing up, I had one. We went
ability to.get out of trouble. Kenny is the
thissummcrinsteadoftakingclassesorpursuing
through everything together. Whether it
latter. He is an example of a person who
my career, I am not a pallbea.rer for my man's
doesn't think before acts. A kid who went to
funeral. Wh~ knows? Only time will tell ..
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Bevel.,flirts with no-hitter

PORTS

Muskies outslug LaSalle
B\' JASON

BECK

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE'

Major league talent
8\' Russ

SmEONE

TnE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

As the boys of summer wind up spring training, coaches, general
managers, fans, and, most importantly, fantasy owners are plagued
with questions. Who will start at first base for the Giants? Do the
Tigers have any breathing, let alone quality, pitchers? With such
looming questions, here arc a few things which should add to ~
pseudo-owner's draft day arsenal:
STARTING PITCHERS
Mark Clark, Cl~vcland Indians - Last year, Cleveland fans
talked as if Clark were the next Bob Feller. Guess again. While
Clark is~ steady fourth starter, his 3.82 ERA (his car~er best) is
nothing which will make Cooperstown people start working on a
bust. The Tribe hurler has already been lit up like a Christmas tree
during an. exhibition game, and the same will probably happen
several times during the regular season. Also, watch for his ERA to
venture into the 4.35 range.
CLOSERS
Dan Miceli, Pittsburgh Pirates -After being called up' from Class
AAA Buffalo three times last season, Miceli finally latched ~nto the
·stopper job late in the year. Do not expect a very low ERA, but look
for him to get most of the save OJ>portunities. tJ nfortunatcly, those
opportunities may not be too plentiful in Pittsburgh.
FIRST BASEMEN
Cliff Floyd, Moritreal Expos-This youngster', only 22, is a star on
the rise. Last year, he hit .303 with 31 RBis, but only hit six homers.
Those numbers should all rise, with the latter total possibly rea~hing
18-20.
SECOND BASEMEN
Bret Boone, Cincinnati Reds - He is well known by now, but too
often it is as "Bob's son." Boone J>Ut up great numbers last season
(.320, 12, 68) and should do just as well this year.
SHORTSTOPS
· Orlando Miller, Houston Astros - The Astros are ready to give
Miller the job; he just has to show he is more worthy of it than .Ricky
Gutierrez. If Miller is the regular starter, which he should be, he will
probably hit around .280 with 12-15 dingers.
'.
Andujar Cedeno, ·san Diego Padres - Traded by Housfon o~er
the winter, Cedeno is just starting to emerge as a legitimate talent.
He has very good power for a middle infielder and his average is
starting to hang around the .270-.280 area. ·
THIRD BASEl\IEN
Jim Thome, Cleveland Indians - Thome had a 'very good 1994
campaign, clubbing 20 home runs and driving in 52. Look for a
slight rise in these numbers and maybe a climb in average ( .268 in
'94).
. .
OUTFIELD
Billy Ashley and Todd Hollandsworth, LOs Angeles Dodgers These two rookies are slotted to start in the L.A. outfield. Ashley
should provide a decent share of home rnns, while Hollandsworth
should ·provide a little of everything. Remember, the last three N .L.
Rookies of the Year have been Dodgers.
.
CATCHERS
.
Charles Johnson, Florida Marlins - A team docs not let Benito
Santiago walk without good reason. Johnson is good reason. A
· former USA Olympic team star·, Johnson should make a strong bid
for Rookie of the Year honors. He should hit around .290 with 15
home runs, 75 RBI, and a slew ~f doubles.

For a seven-game stretch
two weeks ago, the Musketeer baseball team was as far
from perfection as Cincinnati
was from Philadelphia.
Howironic it was in the
·city of brotherly love that the
Muskies were an inning and
a game away from baseball ..
brilliance.
Senior southpaw Bobby
· Senior thirdbasei11m1 Jef.Tllolcomb swings away in a game agairut
Bevel closed out last
Toledo. llolcomb had seven /zits this weeke11d at LaSalle.
weekend's series against
LaSalle by pitching a noteer bats placed a pair of sevenSunday's first game was a
hittcr into the ninth inning.
run
innings on the scoreboard
day for threes. In the third
The ExJ>lorcrs finally.
in Saturday's second game.
game of the series, three players
slapped out a hit after the
Sean
West tallied two doubles
-- Sak, Nash, and Jason DuVall
Muskies nearly realized
_ and a triple to go with five hits
-- had three hits apiece, while
history, but that didn't
and six RBI as Xavier
Bill Peters picked up his third
tarnish the 10-0 Xavier
outslugged the Explorers 19-13. . win of the season in the.
slaughterin taking thr·ee of
SeniorJefflfolcomb homered
Muskies' 15-9 win· Trailing 4-2
the four games. .
in the third inning,
The road
success ·was a
_ ,,~·-:~._.- ..;~···~:-_.-:~i ..... ~, ,:. f~,.--;: :~a_:~~r:~.~~~~~ ..~3.;:;~consecutave runs
cornJ>lete turnaround from the.
before the Explorers
closed the gap in the
J>revious weekend,
when Detroit .
eighth inning.
With a 3-5 conferMercy J>eppered
ence record, the
Victory Parkway
traffic in a fourMusketeers sit in third
game sweep of the
place in the MCC
East, just behind the
Muskies.
Explorers. At 22-20,
Xavier coach
they're also in striking
John Morrey was
range of the schoolbrimming with
recol."d 32 wins in a
confidence after
and doubled for two RBis,
season; Perhaps that's why
his: squad's recovery.
while Chris Stalets kept the
"[Detroit] had some veteran
pitcher Josh Bradford is not
Explorers relatively contained.
players and they just took
pha~ed by the 20-win feat.
The win was Xavier 20th on
over: That's.exactly how it
"I don't think that was the
was for us against LaSalle. It . the year, a high mark for
biggest thing for us this·season,"
Morrey following a pair ()f 19would have.taken Bobby·
he said "I think our goals are
win seasons. After tying the
pitching against us for us to
bigger than that.••
mark Tuesday in a 6-2 win over
lose.'~
They'll have a chance to
Morehead State, Morr:ey was
For his efforts, Bevel
start toward that feat this
happy to he past the mark with
earned MCC Player-of-theweekend following tonight's
three weeks remaining.
Week honors as well as his
match at Kentucky, when they
"Especially when we were
sixth win of the seasori.
host Butler for a pair of noon·
doing better, that gave us ari
Only a late Explorer rally
double-headers at Hayden
encouraging thought," he said.
separated the Musketeers
Field. Against Northern
."You're worried you'll get to a
from a series sweep. A
Kentucky on Tuesday at 3:00
point and just sto)>; that was
seven-run LaSalle seventh
p.m .• Muskie hits shollld be
what happened the past two
inning and a two-run eighth,
served up as easy as the 10-cent
years."
.
aided by six Xavier erl'.ors,
hot dogs. Morrey hopes so
For Holcomb, it was the start mor~ for his tcan1 than for his
. nullified the Muskie hitting
of a spcctacul~r series, as he
attack. Jim Dallio tallied a ·
appetite.
ambushed the Explorers in
double in a five-hit effort,
"Everybody J>lays better
Sunday's series closer for a
while Mike Sak. and Danny
when you hit wdl." he said. "It
home run, a triple, and two
Nash each added a home run
takes pr·essure off, and we hope
doubles.
The third baseman
and two RBI.
now we 'can play without being
went 7 for 12 over the series, 9 . in a lather when we have to
With the wind blowing out
for 20 for the week.
in Philadelphia, the Muskewin."
....

''It 1vould have taken
Bohhy [Beveljpitching
f!!!air!Bt .us/or us to lose. "
Coach John Mon-ey
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Seniors depart XU fapilly
A5rA FOR
EVERYONE· WH'O'''·<I

S·HOWS UP.-

The Xavier basketballfamily saysfarewell tofive se111orplayers, here pictured witk Sister Rose A1111
Flem1iig: Larry Syf.,es, Michael llawf.,lizs, De Watm Rose, Pete Sears a11d JeffMassey.
Bt•<'tho\'<'n's ~th. ()tliPrwis1• known as "Bum·

llulunmmm." \\\·• ,.,.,,. whh<I<> whh <hh "'"'
otlwr spiritt•cl \n1rks

;1~

l•I

B11111 B11111

a s1wdal 1wrll1rmann•

gin•n hy tlw CSO on Thursclay, l\lay-1 at 7:30.
l)Hl\h I\ TlllS Sl\ll'llll\IC LIB\llll\ FOil ll\L\ SS.IHI llllE\: IOI llll\
E\10\ Tiii: .\lfl'SIST\lt'I: C ILL 7~ 1-27110 .\\ll Sl\lrl' E\ 10\ l\l; IOI l!SELF.
MADE POSSIBLE BY THE GENEROUS SUPPORT OF THE CORBETT FOUNDATION ..

PUT YouR SUMMER To WORK

AT

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO

Early Session
Six weeks begi11ning May 19 /6 pm/

Middle Session
Six weeks beginning June 7

Late Session
Six weeks beginning July 5

Double (Extended) Session
Beginning May 19 /6 pm}
> I >11y, C1'l'lli11g or weekend classes.
> Courses i11 /111si11ess. arts q11d sciences, ed11catio11, 111trsi11g.

> All courses 1ipplic11/1/e to J.oyo/11 U11il'ersity Chicago degrees.
> <Jasscs held at J.oyo/11'.' /,akc Shore (Chicago), \Hiter 'fower

(Chic11go), Mcdirnl Center (Mt1Jii1•ood), 11111l .Halli11ckmdt
( Wi/111dii•) m111p11ses.
> 01111•e11ie111 to11ch-to11e rcgistm/im1 (ITU) syste111.
~-------------------------------------------,
I Tim SUMMf:R SESSIONS
'
'){1 rccci\'C your free cop)'
i1f the 199.5 'flie.S11111111cr Scssio11s
: 1.oyola Univcrsil)' Chicago
: 8l<iN. Michigan t\wnuc
. bullc1in, return .coupon or call
: Chica!\o, IL 60611-2196
(312)915-6501-

''~~~~~~-'---'---~~~~~~~---"~-'---~~~~

I.

:Ni1111l'

E t·1·i:·l

BY KIPP HANLEY
THE XAVIEn NEWSWIRE

During the 1994-95 men's basketball banquet.. .~"~ · ·tic ·. di~ector Jeff Fogels"". i a trtie
family one. that ca~. eat onions
together. Considering the peaks
and valleys of the Muskies' '94'95 ·campaign, this 'statement' is
. quit~ trur..
.
Despite having to ~~atheroff
court problems and academic
suspensions, this year's squad
was kept together in large part by
the eldest of the Xavier family.
XU's five seniors, Michael
Hawkins, Larry Sykes, Jeff
Massey, Dewaun Rose, and Pete
Sears, provided the punch allseason on a team that was supposed to be rebuilding.
Thanks .to their impressive
play, the Muskies finished with
an outstanding23-5 record and a
at-large bid to the NCAA tournament. Xavier .wound up losing to
Georgetown University in the first
round of the tourney i~ Tallahassee in the Southeast Regional.
Each player, through their
hard work, achieved and many
times over~achieved. throughout
. the season. Not only did. their
statistics improve in virtually every case but _their on-court attitudes changed tremendously, as
·'
· .
·
well.

,..

I
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

: 1\dtlrl'S~
I

:-c-;11-·~~~~~~~~~~s,.-,,-.~~~z,~."~~~~~~:

•

-

,

•
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.
"
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A perfect example was the vast
improvementofboth Larry Sykes
and key reserve Dewaun Rose.
At tin1es in his career, Sykes
struggled being second fiddle to
Brian Grant, the eighth pi~kover
all in the NBA draft last June.
Howeve·r, with the hard work he
. put in during the summer as well
as the addition of Head Coach
Skip Prosser, Sykes blossomed
into a legitimateinsidethreatand

'

a rebounding fiend. His deterHowever, the backbone of the
mined play in the paint this year tearri was lOcated in the backcourt.
was impressive considering how Point guard Michael Hawkins.and
he played against some real heavy- off-guard Jeff Massey were impressive in the clutch throughout
weights down low.
Svkes mo~e than held his own their senior year;
At the banquet, Hawkins took
agai~~t futu're NBA star Gary
Trcn t as well as the likes of George the Ernest A.. Staak Award for
Washirigton's Alexander Koul the most unselfish player while
and Wright State's Vitaly Massey wrapped up· the Connie
Potapenko. Against Trent, Sykes Brown Award which goes to the
was brilliant, scoring i6 points most inspirational player on the
while pttlling down 17 boards. team.
Sykes topped that_ performance
Hawkins set a personal best in
against George Washington, assists; dishing out 158 of them in
dropping 18 points and a career- his final year with XU. Massey
averaged 18 points a game and at
high 19 rebounds on Koul.
"Larry answered the bell for times virtually carried the team
every game," said Prosser. "He on the strength of his jumpshot.
"These two maximized their
was a true warrior."
Rose a~so improved dramati- talent," said Andy MacWilliams,
cally during the off-season, com- the voice of XU basketball.
ing back for graduate school and "Xavier's backcourt was virtuhis final year of eligibility. His ally unparalleled."
Probably, the thing that is most
inspired play fired up the Muskies
indicative of the seniors was a
on more than one occasion.
Muskie fans probably will re- statement by Massey concerning
member Rose the most coming off the best moment he witnessed as a
the bench against Miami to de- Muskie.
"There was a play where
liver 13 points and a mouth full of
enthusias~ that got the Cincin- S.herwin (Anderson) dove for the
ball on the floor in a game this
nati Gardens on their feet.
Rose attributes his improved year," said Massey. "It was the
play to Prosser and the support best hustle play that I've ever
he showed Rose thro_ughout the seen."
Perhaps .that is why Massey
year.
"He (Skip) was like a father describes the Xavier basketball
figure·to me," said Rose. "I wish tradition as a program that
I c'ould have another fifth year." stresses hard work and educaAnother player that was solid tion. Prosser expressed similar
as a rock all-season for the Mus- sentiments with Massey.
"The attitude of our players
keteers was senior forward Pete
went
far beyond the list of accomSears. Sears averaged in double
plishments
for this season, "said
figures while usually taking the
toughest defensive assignment for Prosser. "Playing hard was a
each contest. - ·
. given and these guys (the seniors)
"He guarded everybody from set the tone."
Nowthat'safamilythatl would
post players to perimeter play~
ers," said ·Prosser, "and some- gladly eat onions in.
be our third
how, found time to
I
leading scorer."
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XU tennis aces MCC foes
BY KIPP HANLEY

On Sund1,1y, the Musketeers
used singles victories from
Jimmy Lowery, McDaniel,
Gaughan, and Matt Dunson to
take out the Flames 5-2.

confidence boost going into the
MCC Champfonships this
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
weekend.
"This is the best weekend of
The Xavier men's tennis
men's tennis since 1989," said
team bounced back.\.,~ ·" ~ 1 ~ ·1· ,~ 1•• ,. ~ ... i i;.,i "·:~ ~~1 ~.,. ~
Head Coach Jim
from the loss to Louis-----------------Brockhoff. "It was
ville on April 3 with a
a real team effort."
vengeance this past
According to
weekend at Chicago.
Brockhoff, the
The'Musketeers edged
team's goal in the
ofmen~
Wisconsin-Green Bay
tournament is to
and Illinois-Chicago to
finish third in back
improve their Midwestpowerhouses Notre
Head Coach Jim Brockhoff Dame and Northern Collegiate Conference to 4-1and13-8,
ern Illinois.
overall.
Based on the
Gaughan once again paired with Muskies' early loss to Butler
Winners in the Green Bay
Roth to win their:- second
match included Jeff Roth, Greg
University combined with
doubles match in as many days
McDaniel, and Paolo
recent victories over Wisconsinwhile the team of Tony Mohwish Green Bay and Illinois-Chicago
Dominguez in singles. The
and Doug Klekamp won a key .
doubles teams of Jimmy
should make the tournament
ritatchup as well.
~wery-Greg McDaniel and
interesting.
More ini}lortantly, however,
Eric Gaughan and Jeff Roth
"It'll be a tossup,'; said
the win over solid conference
took their matches against.the
Brockhoff.
competition recently was a big
Phoenix to clQse out the day.
;

''.

}

''This is the best
weekend
tennis since 1989. ''

Baseball schedule

XU STUDENTS:
SUMMER BOUSE AVAILABLE!

Saturday, April 22
Xavier vs Butler,·noon
Sunday, April 23
Xavier vs Butler, noon
Tuesday, April25
Xavier vs EKU, 3 p.m.

Xavier golf back in swing
BY KIPP

HANLEY

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

ThispastMondaywas the coming-out party for the Xavier golf
team. The Musketeers used a Ben
Crenshaw-like perfornmnce in the
Xavier Invitational to take first
place over the Eastern Kentucky
Colonels by nine strokes.
"This is as good as we've been
playing all season," said Head
Coach Doug Steiner ..
Xavier'sperformanceon their
home course, O'Bannon Creek
Golf Club, was also good enough
to defeat midwestern powers like
Purdue, Ball State, and Ohio University.
The Musketeers were led by
Jimmy Zettler's two-round total
of 139. Zettler and Chad
Seilheimer, who shot a 140, fin-

ished second and fourth overall
in the tournament. Steiner was
especially pleased with Zettler
who now has five top five finishes
under his belt.
"He has improved ·tremendouslyeach season," said Steiner.
"He really is having an unbelievable junior year:"
Sophomore J. T. Croy was also
impressive, firing a 143 to finish
third fo1· XU and sixth overall.
Seniors Tim Corbly and Jon
Sweeten rounded outthe five-man
field for Xavier with respective
totals of 161, apiece.
The Muskies' first place finish
came off the heels of the Legends
tournament in Indiana where they
finished a disappointing 17th out
of 18 tea1i1s'in the field.
However, according to Steiner,
the fact that Xavier was only nine
strokes out of ninth place in the
toughest tourna1~ient to date was

a sign that his squad is gaining
confidence. Their last three
rounds have been 300, 287, 288,
which includes the final ro'und of
the Legends tournament.
"We 're really starting to come
around;" said Steiner.
Steiner feels that a major reason for his team's recent good
play has .been .the emergence of
freshman Chad Seilheimer.· His
fourth place in the Xavier Invitational has Steiner raving.
"The progrnss of Chad has
been very, very. encouraging,"
said Steiner. "For a freshman, he
is P.la ying exceptionally."
. The Muskies travel this weekend to Columbus for the Ohio
State Invitational, a tournament
that Steiner feels very good about.
"Hopefully, these past rounds
will give us the confidence that we
lacked ear.ly in the season,''. said ·
Steiner.

Coldest Beer • Lowest Prices

MU.Z'S IN MT. LOOKOUT

3152 Ll~WOOD AVENUE.• MT. LOOKOUT• CALL 871-970o
WEEKDAYS 41C)OPM-2:30AM• 0' WEEKENDS 7:.00PM·2s30AM
MUZ'S REMINDS YOU TO NEVER DRINK AND DRIVE
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NEED A SUMMER JOB THAT WILL B.E INTERESTING
& LOOK GREAT ON YOUR. RESUME?.
INTERVIEWERS

SUPERVISORS

. Market Research is not selling, but involves colleciing data on interesting, , .. , ..
. research studies. ·
·
·

·The Supervisor position is an outstanding oppotunity for an entry level
position in the field of market research. 'J1tis 18 ·not a summer job, but
a full tin1e professional Jtosition. While still in college, you will pin th~
skills and cx11erience you need to grow with MATRIXX and advance in
a stimulating and challenging career,

Whellter you are saving for tuition, a car, _or to move out 011 your own; the
iJlcon1e you eani at MATRIXX will help you acheive the goals you have set
.for rourself.

This position is well suited for college students studying management,
mar\eting, communiealions, or social sciences. You will gain first hand
experience in 1•roducl development, advertising~ consumer relations,
and personal management.

Fl~xihle Scheduling, choose from a 3, 4, or 5 shift work schedule. Also,

· you can rearrange your schedule each quarter to meet your college or
J.ersonal schedule~
· Interviewers start al $6.00~ Plus a quarterly bonus is given for working 5
shifts per week. A hi@her starting wage is considered for 1•rior market
research experience. .
.

The ideal candidate would have .I year experience as a market research
S1111ervisor OR extensive experience as a hi@h level Interviewer. But
don't lte discouraged. We recognize ambition and determination are
two main ingredie~ts which make an excellent Supervisor. We will
consider all ap1dicants.who la~kexperience bui have·coii'!pleted courses
in marketing, statistics, research or other related·fields. '-Convince us
that you are the person: for the job.
.'.',

QUALIFICATIONS: 17 years pf age or older, able to follow detailed
instructions, excellent. handwriting, Olllslanding s11eaking skills, and lYfting/
keyboartl experience,
A1tply in person Monday - Friday, 9am - 9pm al the 3rd Roor Research
Center (see address and phone nunilter ltelow).
.

-.

--

.

.

.

All Supervisor c_andidates must be:
· ··
- detail oriented;~·accnritte, and organized
- Rexihle with scheduling and able to work long .hours as needed
- able lo handle multiJde tasks without immediate supervision
- able io.perfomt well·in a quick paced envir~iunent

.

Faz Resm11e to: Drew Judge, Research Center Mannger,.(SI3)45B-25_BS, or .. ·
111rile:.

~
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S
PIZZA
· · ..$erVi11g Xavier University!
1

Now
Hiring!

·. 3915.Montgomery Road·

•

··HOURS:·: 11Afl.1.:30AMiSUNDAY ·THURSDAY• 11AM~2:30AM FRIDAY & SATURDAY

.
.
.
_________
.,
11
.
.
I

........... _.Alm----. r-----~·..;.·~-.;..;...-.,.,.·r----:--·--.---~-.,.,..

r---~;
I Large ~e ~opping.Pizza

II. . . . . .
ll . .~ed1um One Toppmg
I ans One Order of Twisty I I
$2. 99
11. Pizza an~ One Order of 1•1 T~sty Bread only$.~ .I
I
Bread!.
11 .BuffaloWingswithany 11
TwtstyBread!
11
wtthADJ~hase!
I
I
$7.99
11
purchase!
.
1·1
$6.99
II
.MINIM~oD~~:V$5.99
I
I . MINIMUM DELIVERY $5.99 . I .1
MINIMUM DELIVERY $5.99
· 11
MINIMUM DELIVERY $5.99
11 . .
I
I Vlld11 -.icr...,.. .........,. N.tWlld.l.enr ..... ·I I vllld 11~ ...,...,,. NotW11111w1t11nro111r 11 v111c1.....,_llnl.._11111r. Nol ¥11111 w111..,, o111r 11 v1111111111111~1p111111 .... ...,............ . , .... ·I
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The ·Xavier Players delivered a

D

IVERSl()NS

··Myl'iad·of·mastery

Relax before finals
Arts and Crafts
-Paintings. The Xavier University. Art D~partment presents an
exhibition of paintings by senior Amy Beckert. "Visions of a Journey" will be shown at the University Gallery in Cohen Center from
April 19-28. A reception with Backert will be held on AJ)ril 22 fro.m
2-4 p.m.
.
·. ·
, Amy's thesis body of work is a visual representation of her
spiritual journey, a walk from darkness to light; froni fall~cy t~ truth,
from fear to love. Each painting is an insight, a reflection mto the·
artist's experience of God and love.
.
Gallery hours are Monday-Friday from noon_-4 p'.m.

BY M1c1iEUE BAZELEY

' . THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
"Media was a bit moody.
Dr. Jekyll was a bit moody.
You are'a basketcase.~' That is
what Ophelia said ti:> Hamlet
right before she left him
sobbing in his brownies. In·.
casl! you didn't notice, this is
not exactly Shakespeare's
version of "Hamlet." It came
from the play "Waiting for
Breakfast in Amsterdam," one
of the six plays featured in this
year's New Plays Workshop

Arwe.la Miller and Pamela leahi.gh_. in Scott Hale's "Consequences. "
weekend.
. was pro-Music at no~n. The Xavier Music Department Pres~nts Dona lastThe
Workshop
.,,.
Buel on piano tod~y at noon. She will perform in the «;;1;1~h Room in
duced
'entirely
by
Xavier
mended
for their willingness
Oden/Elvis (Chris·'Hound Dog'
Logan Hall. Free coffee and tea will:be provided .. Ms; Buel is an
students.
They
did
aU
the
and
ability
to
play
such
controDake).
.
assistant professor of music in the Xavier Univ~.rsity Music
w~iting,
producing,
casting
and
versial
roles,
and
they
did
it
Yes,
that's
ri.ght kids, Elvis
Depcartment. There is no admission charge, so be th~~e.
With the sensitivity and talent·'lives and lsaw him myself on
directing. Jt was 1i'long, '
·that added to the quality of the·
the theatre stage·. "Waiting for
-Live at Sudsy Malones. Dishwalla will be at Sud~y's on April gruelling process; but none of
give
up
the.chance
whole
play."
Sean
played
Seth,
a
Breakfast"
was a trippy and
them
would
25. They were featured on the wonderfUJ If:/ Were a Carpenter
to
do
it
an·
~gain.
gay
man,
and
_Sarah
played
.
psychedelic
as anything in this
compilation and are on tour promoting their soon to he released debut
.was
"Separate
Elizabeth;
a
lesbian.
.
·
.
Workshop
night,
and as writer
·The
first
play
album Pet Your Frierids. '
They were trying to explain
Pamela Leahigh wrote in .the
Lives/' written byJay ·
program, "It has no·deeper
-More paintings; On~ of Ohio; s (!merging a~tists will be featured Kalagayan: ,It took us inside the . to the world whythey have . ·
Greater Cincinnati Airport and
nothin .. to he ashamed of. Liz.·. · · ·meaning;" • . .
.
in the premier exhibition at Raymond Gallery on Hyde P,ark Square
.
into
th~
livesof
nine
people.
.
Corga:
playtid
C~rla
(with
a
.
.
.
Scott
Hale
penned
the
next
in Cincinnati .. Rebecca Barker, an .Oxford, .Ohio native, will be
Each
ofthem
had'
a
storyto
teU,
"C"
not
a
"K"),
and
Joshua
.play,
"Con~equences."
It was ·
showcased at Raymond Gallery April 15-May 15;,Baker is a classical
trained fine artist who has studied at Ohio University, Miami Univer- from a woman who fmds out she Feldmann played Ken; and they about two young people who
·has breast cancer to a dude who
had a hard time accepting and
have to face the consequences of
sity and the Cincinnati Art Academy.: She has participated in
has
just
com_e
back
from
a
understandi11g
Seth's
and.
their
actions one Saturday
numerous shows imd exhibitions
throughout
Ohio
•. Call 871-7373for
.
.
.
.
. . - . .·.
Greatfad
l)ead
~oncert~
·
It
Elizabeth's
lifestyle
of
''fag
night.
it t~kes a very,_sobering
more information.
featured,_travellers going in arid .... love." . They gave.a down~tolook at _the fact that 01any y~ung
... ·.
out ofCbi~mnati_;some going
earth perspective to a somepeople don't always think of the
-Video. Je~~~Claude Van Daninie's "St~~et ]i'lgh~~r" will. be
. iri and oCiDsalliiy.·
.
times overblon issue. Do you
results of one careless act. The
released on videt;)c'aSsette on June 20.·
···
. . The next play; "Dearly·
think maybe the suit;and-ties
·.. four main characters in the
dci\Vntown in City Cou_ncil
play, Jason (;arapelloiti, Angela
Belovec:ll Written by, Ric.k
should read Podgorski's play?
Miller, Pamela Leahigh, and
Terry; t~k.~n a more serious
tone. It st&'rred Alan·
Mter."The Puzzle" came ii
Matt.Tobin'were absolutely
·brief intermission, which, like ··· .· fabwous in their· respective
Chudii.nski deali~g with the
death of-his b~stfriendlalmost
·the 'lapses b~~een the shows
roles.
.. .
·
love Carrie~ pJayed by Carrie
· was· rilled with the piano tunes.
·The last play, "Circle
11
of Kamau Means; a member ,of
·Journey_'' written by. ~avid
Glenn Linton;.· The script was
~~{~£<
extrelllelywell~written/proven .. XaVier's:G~spefChoir. He :.
Dietz was a very moVi,ng and
by the faca:that by the end,
playe_d his owii music,. and it
tholight'pr,~yoking sce~e; It is
more truin'a few eyes were
drew an impressive amount of '' 'the storf of: three friends'who
p.ni.".a(§!l~wcase
applause, which he obviously
' ~re trying to coine to gnps with teared;' /'. . ;:-- ; '
cmn·
_.... a.·
·>-· . . . . ·· ·· ·· · ·
the death of their friend. Only
The acting was excellent as
appreciated. '. · . . .. .. ._ .
'.'1,'·.·.:
Mter the audience left to
. one of them t~y understands
well,.withboth Chudzinski and
•}' ·..
····· :'··'.
l.intrin'&iViili ~~eso~e penor- · · stretch th~ir legs and to get a
that the oniy w~y· to cope is to
l'rum The
fortune•
mances. ,·_When ·you' add-into
drink, the 'York.s!i~P ,~P,~~~' ~J.>, , ,kC:ephim a~ve througb'stories,
. . ·.
. ' : ·. ··;·:.::f'.-'_'"· ~·
that the work of ¢hristopher
to a retro cafe in Amsterdam
and memones. The play
.·.•. OAVILl.
· · MMlf~·~:~;> ,
Dake, wh~play'ed,Je_ffrey and
where Eve, the hostess, was
. included some v~ry surrealistic
. GARUSO ANO JACK.S9N.
Jessica Smith as Jennifer;·
straight from th~ Garden of
dre~m scenes with a circle
.. . '·.• · .·
NICOLAS.
"Dearly
BeJO~ed
Will
def'mitely
.
Eden,
and
they
served
brownies
dancer
by t~e _earth named
. . . CAGE .. ·::··'~.
.be the most·talked about play
that are guaranteed to send you
All'~s W"sl'y and a parasite··
·around camp~s for awhile.
. "straight to heaven." .
who is ot~e~ knoWllas_.
Kevin McGUire: ·
"The i>tizzle" was Written by
There w~ met none other
· ... ,·· .... •.. ·
·: ...
than Hairilet (Andre~ Babson),
· Well, if youmissed the
Kevil. Podgor~ki ~nd it surely
.Ophelia (viciously portrayed by . Workshop thi_s year, y'ou. reallr
made the audience sit up and
~blica
missed a great show. Butthat s
take ·n~tice. It was a testimony · Tonia Clouse), Eve (Erin
of
the
homophobia
our
society
·
DOyle),
·Loki
(Brian
Kilbane),
.
·
.
ok,
you can make up for it by.
.
N~ ~arli~r:··
suffers from. Sean O'Brien and Jesus (Michael Liderbach),
,going to see it twice next year.
Sarah Dane should be comBeelzebub (Julie Vehorn) and~
·

Diversions-will be giVlitg·~~~Y'
compliri,tentary passe~ ;f~f::.~:~.::<
advanced sce¢ning of
Death." :The sho~s-m!l~.~;.; .
tomorr.>-w.at··7:30
ti.
::
.
Ctn
DL~lcir or "Sin~le Wl~ile l'cmale~ ;:~~i.~~~~~rsal~r

..

.,

·.. 1·

·'

KISS OF DEii[;,
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Pick up: your tickets. at_ the
tions House at S p.m•..
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Bum's strwn wetcomingh~roes home
Bv AusoN WYslYNsKI

. BY RAMON DFJFStrs

th~ backJor~h

.

sitting on
with a
coldone. Peopledon'tthinkmuch
about them, perhaps. Yet they
and thousands like them are the
ones who, exactly 50 years ago,
saved the world..
It's the late 1980s in a fictional
small city in Ohio, and for Willie
and Joe, the good times have
turned hard. The mill that had
guaranteedthemjobsfor40years
is closed. The bank that pictured
theminadsin '45hasrepossessed
Willie's car, and the electric
company's about to pull the plug
on his house. Joe collects alumi-.
num cans and looks for Ed
McMahon on his mail.
Struggling with this reality that
such old glory docs not pay new
bills, the two cling to a dream of
opening a sa~dwich joint called
"Heroes.'' ·Cashing ill on their
wartime exploits seems like a sure
thing. Butit'sgoingtotakemoney
. to get started. And the money's
tight.
· "HometoWn Heroes" focuses
ononepivotiilnightinthelivesof
these two old comrades w.ho are
fighting, With hmnor and deter-

THE XAVIER N:EW.SWIRE

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
The biography sent
along with Hum 's first
release (You'd Prefer an
Astronaut), ·said that .
this band hails from
Champaign, IL and had
already built up a loyal
following by the time
RCA signed them. This
band of four admits that
"signing fo a major was
never really a goal .. .- we
wanted to make a record.
... where you can sit
down and really listen to
it."
So I sat. I listened. I
discovered a rock band
with a little bit of talent
and a whole lot of
ambition.· There were .
some great harmonies in
"Little Dipper." Drummer
Bryan St. Pere had a lot of fun
on ."The Pod," and guitarist
Tim Lash proved he was
awesome over and over again.
Unfortunately, whoevt>r was
mixing during the 'recording .
forgot to turn up Matt T~lbott's
mike. The poor guy .was
overpowered in most of the
songs to the point that he was
barely audible. That is, of
course, until he started screaming.
Hum has its good points. It
also has bad points which
include song after song with the
same beat and brain-numbing
guitar riffs. I can see Huin

There's still tinie to·~atch a
glimpse of what's been setting

Cincinnati'~ ·\h~atre' co~mtmity

RCAsHum
having a few radio hits or even
fitting into the mus~c scene .
enough to get a video on .MTV.
I also see the audience
getting glassy-eyed bored from
such "haunting" lyrics as "She
thinks she's missed the train to
Mars. She's outback killing
stars."
Rum's debut album is tltled
You'd Prefer an Astronallt. I
lean toward the opinion that
whoever signed them was a little
spaced. Their music reminded
me of a person talking loud to
make sure that they get heardunfortunately they're not ·
saying anything of importance
and nobody's listening anyway.

We.score
.

.
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abuzz. Tickets are still on sale for
"Hoinetown Heroes," an. award
winning show playing through
Sunday at the Cincinnati Play.
house in the Park.
Whathappenes to heroes when
the parades are over, after the
newspaper clippings have yellowed? What happens when the
American Dream they fought so
hardforstartstoturnintoanightmare?
·These are the questions faced
byWillicandJoe, two Ohio World
War II vets who are the characters in Ed Gracyzyk's new comecly/dr~ma ofsurvival and friendship.
E veryonc knows guys like W illie and Joe. They're the ones
clown the street who've been next
door neighbors for decades, who
worked at the. mill until .it got
closed .. Now they spen,d their
time down at the Legio~ Hall or.
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mination, what prornisies to be
their biggest battle yet: to keep
from becoming obsolete, even
though theirjobs have.
If you're looking for a play
witna rich blend of humor and a
poingnant view ofa slice ofAmericana, indeed this play will be your
cupoftea. Written with intesity,
you'll getto appreciate this lighthearted view of "rough times
ahead."
Also, kudos go to Paul R.
Shortt for a Clever design of the
set, much like a Norman Rockwell ·
paintingbroughttolife: The look
ofthestagebringsthcyoucloser
to the action and makes you feel
like a bystander who just hap- .
pened in on a conversation between two guys reminiscing about
the war.
This play's' mc~sage is different for each age gr.oup, ~nd while
it hits home to tho'se· who, like
Willie and Joe have endured the
tough times, it iives a warning to
the· younger generation of what
may lie ahead. So what's the
bottom line? If you don't watch
it, you'll definitly miss out.

'

·"ROY~ reflects honor and pride
honormorethaneverything,even
She is a woman with great
more than his life.
strength and a deep understand- .
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
The sto~y revolves around a ing of her husband's code of
deal Roy makes.With the Marquis honor. Lange also plays Mary
de Montrose (John Hurt), who is with such skill that it was difficult
Soon everyone will be talking the eqwvalent to a modern-day fortheaudiencenottobetouched
about the new movie "Rob Roy" loan shark. During the deal, by the nobility of her perforstarring Liam Nelson of Montrose's henchmen plan an mance. The main view of the
"Schindler's List" fame. "Rob .. attack to steal the money loaned couple is to see them as having a
Roy" is a wonderful movie full of· t~. the MacGregors, leaving Rob sensual and loving relationship
highs and.lows .. ;It is~ tal.e of .Roy's trusted .comr!lde (Eric that :Withstands the trials:and
Scottish· folklore . inyolving. the . ;Stolz) to cl~fend himself'and the losses of their lives.
. preservation o( a man's pride and.. ' money against the Monttrise' s evil·
There is quite a passionate play
honor in the face of danger.
guest Archi_b~ld Cunningham between the two, and. their relaThe scene is set in the 18th (Tim Roth). · ·
tionship is a beautiful and touchcentury Scottish Highlands dur~.
Cunningha.m emergl'.8. as the ingchangefromtraditionalmovie
inga timewhen.the,clansofScot~ evil character"of the .movie and couples. Roy is even more enland were. quickly· losing power · ·Roth pof'.tr~Y!I the ch!lra9~er with clearing for his sensitivity while
ancl.t~1i:. ~wJ:>.1!!~ ,of, ~.ngl11n~ i?Jigan ;great skill. The character has no
Mary is respflcted and admired
to control e~erythllig; ·.· It ,is an scnseoftruehonorormoralduty. for her courage'arid in~piration ..
· unbelievably compelling story of: After Roy spur1,1s the Marquis to
Finally, "Rob Roy" is notju~t ;
love, true honor and P.ride, ...a~~t ~preser;r,~ .. ; , his , ,:integri.ty, . a lo,ve story or.moral pl~y.; but it
how to. win an.cl lose .With:YOllf·! ;Cianningham sets off to raid th~ als~involvesagreatdealofaction
honor.. . , ',,; ;
..
:MacGregors and leave them bro- and suspense. Roy's escape and
Liam Nelson plays Robert Roy - ;ken but not dead, which he by the fighting techniques are often chal. MacGregor, ·the · le~der; ·of the· :way, executes With great skill and lenged and this creates quite ad. MacGregor, tenant farming clan. :no heart.
" :;: ., , , . :
venturous scenes. Beware, how· The backdrops of t~e Scottish ever, b:~ca.use ;the· faint of stomNelson plays the role as a character with a tower of strength and hillsareabsolutelybr~-;ht~king. ach maybe.pushed to the edge at
determination. His image is one This movie is worth 'vie~g for times during the adventure.
of invincible grandeur: With his this alone ..B~t tlui~t'..i~ 01ore.
Therefore, "Rob Roy" holds
tartan plaid kilt and sash, ·arid his ·
Jessica · Lange~ .. th if'. year:' s · something for everyone.
roughandruggedsho~der-length :Academy.Aw~rd ~~~r';for her
Makeitanendoftheyeardate
hair giyes him-the aura of a king... role in "Blue Sky~" .'plays Rob movie because it can serve as a
Rob Roy is' man who vallles
R~y's"de~otechme Mary~ :
. gr~t conv~~tion sta~~r.
BY MEGAN STIENS
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c ALENDAR
wednesday
;

April 19
•Music at Noon! .The faculty
recital series presents Dona Buel
on the piano in the Cash Room of
Logan Hall. I am not in a
humorous mood this week so I
shall lack creativity. throughout
the rest ofthe column.

thursday
April 20
•It's tea tiine! The English
Cluh.isp~~udtopresentitssccond

English Tea. At 4 p;m. in the
library courtyard,· you can join

thercstofXavi~randeatscones,

watch rovinglninstrels, and try to
sneakalloftheencyclopcdiasout
of the re,ference section.
Donations will h_e greatly
appreciated, hut technically, this
is a free event.

•SAC is· presenting "Hoop
Dreams"m the University Center
Theaterfl'heati-eat8p.m. foronly
$1. This is much cheaper than
you would have paid at the
.Esquire, plus you have the added
bonus of being surr_ounded by
these, our fellow students.

.·friday

---~
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April23

MBA Student seeks room or
apartment to ·s.Uhlet · for the
summer in Mt. IAH>kout/ Hyde
Park/ Mt; Adiuns_; Call Lynne,
(919)933-2129~

..

**HOUSE FOR RENT**
Availi.ble. iD M~y. ~r'August.
Four bedroom~· Central Air,
$210 · per stUdent · per. month;
Formoreinforiltation,c.ali769i·
5240.
'HOUSE FOR RENT
4 Bedroom,2 Full Baths, washer
am1d..ya-,o«&~·parking,heat
. indnded, $780 per.·~th.631-

7301. . · · . ·r;-:'. :} ::,'.

.·
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Outpatient treatm:~rtt f&r

Anorexia,

tuesday

.

Bulemiaand
Binge Eating
: : _IN OVERCOMING
·;·

~ ~·:.,

'' '' /

.

.

,·

"369 ''1'1"1:6.

For. free ciss
•
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•
THE DAYTON AHT INS.TITUTE

·"Kerry. Smith" performing
Friday, Apri_I 21, 1995
6-10pm
Complimentary Food/Cash Bar
Admission $5 for non-members; Members free
For more information call (513)223-5277
· 456 Belmonte Park North
·
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HAVE YOU GRAD{J.£\TED?
...from.your ·
parents. hei\l~h ·.
insurance plan .

a

INDIGO•-IS ,HIR1Nd·1~·,~·,_/i!;~::-,;
·.·f: ~
Servers,LiDeCooks~ndBllssers~ -: . : COLDIRON CONCESSIONS_"
Fulliinie,parttimeandseasoh~f;·:Earn $6 per hour working
positions. available.<··Apply ,;in . we~kends at Cincinnati area··
person after 2pm. --2637· Erie· festivals. Forafunandrewarding
Ave~ri~!)lyd~ Pa~k square:- . " inim.nier~ call .761-9911.
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If ~ou '.are· no .lo~ger ~ligible~ fo~ coverage
under your.parent's health insuran'ce plan,
·American Community has a plan.designed
for you.
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The OPT:1'MED;is'.~n:~tf6~d;b1~· maj~~.medic~I
expense plan which offers an optional. denial ~ '
benefit. ..Your choice of three diductibl~s. ·. · '
enables you to design a-plarqha(fits.you!
health care needs ~ and your' wallet!" ·
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.American. Ce>mni~r11ty

Mutuo\l lnsuro\nce ComPolny ';: .·• ..

.
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: For more inf~_rma1ion cont11cr~ ' .··
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Eating pisor~rs Center
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ATTN. ·XA.VIER STuDENTS
**RENT THIS HOUSE**
7 Bedrooms, 3.5 baths, totally · Now Hiring to Canvas for our ·
equipped. 887 Clinton Springs. advertising :department. 3:008pmM-F. Noe:xperienceneeded.
321-0043 or 241-9421 for info.
$10.00/hr. +bonuses. Call Sara, .
***MUZ'S***
12-2pm at 9~14L
Female Bart~nders needed~
Experience preferred, but not
CLIFTON FAMILY SEEKS.
required. Muz's in Mt. Lookout,
energetic
education students to .
ask for Patty, 871-9700.
care for 3 &6 yr; old this
.
summer. You will accompany · •
SUMMER WORK in the theni ori various outings (pool,
Cincinnati area. College Pro hikes, etc.):Need car. Suzanne
Painters. is now interVie~g for 751-2129.
summer .work paintfog'home
TWO
APT.
exteriors.:-Noexperience needed,
all trainingproVided. Earn $5-$9 rellt~ less.than inile from X. U; ;;1'
perhouraiidgetagreattan! Call bath~ WifidowAtC, ceiliDg fans/
. 772-822land,ask for.DaVid for . fen~~d ,b~~~yard, .• ~ash~r.andi'
·:~ore inforirlation. E.O.E.·
. dryerh~kups,off.:s.treetparking;·
...
CaU 321~~5.:
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The Christ Hospital

in the conference- room of .
Kuhlman _Hall. at 8:30 p.m ...
Ent~ance is free.
•At8:15p.m.,intheUniversity
Center Theatre/Theater,, John
DeF.oor .will .direct" the: Jan
·Ensemble Concert. FinaJly, ·
something to do.
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~StudentsForLifearemeeting

Classifieds
SUMMER POSITION
Mon.-Fri., 9:00am - 5:00pm,
Direct activities of two children
(ages 8&10); summer sports,
recreation, enrichment, general
care. Musthavecar,safedriving
record, non-smoker. Hyde
Park plus local driving. June
12- Aug., 25. $5.50i'hour+gas
allow. Fax interest to: .Ed &
Shirley 871-6201, or call 3212869.
-
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·• s\111.day '

April 25
•The
Xavier
Music
Department presents the Spring
April 21
Follies Song & Dance featuring
•It's REGGAEFEST in the
students Harriet Beebe and Diane
Villagetonightfrom6-10p.m. The
Campbell underthe direction of ·
featured hand.is S.W.A.M.M.P. ·
another fellow student, .Gail
(yes. that's with two M's) and l
Marlow. Admissiou is free .at 8
will he serving very eheap·drinks
p.m. in the University Center
to people of age in my apartment
Theatre/Theater.
I
before and after the festivities.
•I regret to inforin you all that
this is the last calCndar I will be
. Lµ.1.
writing.
Alas_, the time has come
April 22
.
.
to
graduate.lwill
pas the torch to
. •There isn't anything to do
my
good
friend
Jay,
who I am'
today. Why do I even bother
sure
will
annoy
people
just .as
·anymore?.·. WHAT IS T_HE
t().
So
long.
.as
I
seem
m:..ch
PURPOSE OF THIS???
Farewell .. Until_ we meet agaifi,.~.
·.
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· ·:\IARITT INSURA.~Ct ·AGESCT
.
.·. 4753 CORNELL ROAD
CINCINSATI, omo. 4S241
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Lanky
5 Steep slope
10 Burrowing
mammal
14 Potpourri
15 Disappear
slowly
16 Baking need
17 Kick
16 Wed on the run
19 Comic Jay
20 Columnist·
L3noers
21 Serene
22 Commences
24 Bed canopies
26 Tootned wheels.
27 Printer's
measures
28 Certain·
entertainer
31 BloodhOund's
clue
34 Lumps
35 In tne past
36 Transport
37 iraverse
38 Pack
39 Pretty - picture
40 Form
~ 1 Suppose
~2 Treat in a way
~4 Sheltered side
~5 On the warpath
~5 Refined
•
SD Accompany
52 Mila oath
53 Chicken - king
54 Bank deal
35 Eastern bigwig
37 Journey
59 Funny Johnson
;9 Brutus e.g.
J'.l Worker and
sold1e:
:.1 Lack
;2 Lo:ales
;3 Got it'
DOWN
1 Go-for
fsuoport)
2 By oneself
3 Jungle beasts
~ Fate
5 Ola weapons

6 Jail rooms
7 Unit of matter
8 Capitol worker:
abbr.
9 Shows
10 Teeth
11 Use hyperbole
12 Fasting period
13 Biblical name
21 Coin
23 Labels
25 Collapsible
shelter
26 Silly one
28 Skiing milieu
29 t'reud1an
terms
30 Uses oars
31 Swindle
32 Lawsuit
33 Kill
34 Box
37 Prates
38 Beef fat
40 Wound cover
41 Man
·43 Pressed
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ANSWERS

KABLOOEY · by Blue

44
46
47
46
49

off the mark
IT SAYS ...
"~INGS ARE

COM\NG YOLJR
WAY.'"

i

I

I

15

· 50 Panache
Hears
51 Tender
Legendary
52 Salesman's car
Makes money
56 Swab
Select group
57 Mai - (drink)
Fall from grace

by Mark Parisi

Mister ·Frumpy's
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Mister Frumpy is
the latest candidate
for the republican
nomination in '96.
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MONDAY MANAGER'S. SPECIAL ~
LARGE SINGLE TOPPING PIZZA
AVAILABLE EVERY MONDAY 4PM lo CLOSE.
·.·USE FREE DELIVERY COUPON BELOW!
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EXPIRES 12/31/94 ~OIO •188
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HOW T,O GET
YOUR JOLLIES
.
. AT COLLEGE_ 24 HOURS A DAY.
.

.

.

~pen

a tab at a diner. _

Belgian waffles and cheese fries with gravy
are delicious, regardless of the hour.
~.Visit

a local court oflaw. ,

.

~,·:·:p1_enty of seating,. unique conversation and
drama that improves the later it gets.
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. -*-. •Be the gym night :;anitor. ·
7r"
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W.ork outat your.leisure and never wait
in· line for lat pulldowns or the erg.
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Get a Citibank Classic· card.
· ·Fo~y6ur peace of fnind, operators are on
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. call 24 hours

aday, 7 days a week.
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